TREATMENT. RECOVERY. PREVENTION.

The American Heart Association, the nation's premier authority on heart health and stroke, presents the definitive book for those who have suffered a stroke and offers practical guidance on preventing a recurrence. With dozens of personal stories of stroke survivors and their families as well as many helpful illustrations, this optimistic sourcebook will help you:

- Reduce the risk of having a first or second stroke
- Spot the five warning signs of a stroke
- Find out if you are at risk
- Receive the most effective and up-to-date medical treatment and rehabilitation
- Tap into support networks

The American Heart Association Family Guide to Stroke is indispensable for people who have had a stroke, their families, and those interested in taking control of their future health.
For generations, this practical book from the New York Heart Association has guided physicians in diagnosing the cause of cardiac disease in their patients. Now updated for the first time in more than ten years, this pocket reference is divided into six concise parts to cover:

- Cardiac Etiologic Diagnosis
- Anatomic Cardiac Diagnosis
- Physiologic Cardiac Diagnosis
- Functional Capacity and Objective Assessment
- Uncertain Diagnosis
- Special Methods for Cardiovascular Diagnosis

The new edition has been skillfully prepared and thoroughly updated to reflect the latest advances in the field.

1994. 352 pages. Paperback, #605387, $29.95

Available at your bookstore or to order by phone, call toll-free 1(800) 527-0145
Monday-Friday, 8:30-5:30 Eastern time
**DataFlow means Acquisition**

**Raw Waveform Acquisition**

View 16 channels, all their derivatives, calculated channels, 4 different loops windows, trends, and digital readouts all in real time. Archive the entire experiment. Whether it’s just pressure means or instantaneous regional stroke work index, DataFlow can acquire and display it.

**Calculation Acquisition**
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Finished calculations and trends immediately available!

**Beat to Beat Acquisition**
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Thousands of beats individually analyzed and averaged, with calculations extracted!

**Evolution Acquisition**

Need a new calculation in real time or off line?

Our freedom from hardware dependence makes it possible for us to add new functions for you rapidly!

You make DataFlow evolve!

**Conclusion Acquisition**

Being able to see the aggregate growth of thousands of beats makes it far easier to draw valid conclusions!

**Off Line Acquisition**

Analyze old data with ease. Perform a total data reinterpretation if you wish. AND this too can be automated.

**Publication Acquisition**

Generate the publication quality result and do it with speed and accuracy.

---
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